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Optimum Density of Rainfall Networks 

P. S. EAGLESON x 

Department o• Civil Engineering 
Massachusetts Institute o] Technology, Cambridge 

Abstract. Techniques of harmonic analysis and the concepts of distributed linear systems 
are used to study the sensitivity of peak catchment discharge to the characteristic spatial 
variability of convective and cyclonic storm rainfall. Application of the sampling theorem 
leads to quantitative general relations for optimum rainfall network density for flood fore- 
casting purposes. Specification of network density for the study of long-term, catchment-av- 
erage rainfall is accomplished by considering the long-term point rainfall as a homogeneous 
random variable to be sampled spattally. Incorporation of catchment dynamics into the de- 
sign of flood forecasting networks reduces the number of gages needed when compared with 
that obtained solely through consideration of precipitation variability. In many studies little 
advantage is gained by utilizing more than two properly located stations for the determina- 
tion of long-term areal mean rainfall. (Key words: Data; precipitation; statistical analysis) 
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catchment area; 
storm area; 
error in forecast maximum dis- 

charge; j, 
optimum number of rain gages per k, 

catchment; 
optimum number of rain gages per m, 

storm area; n, 
system function; r, 
Fourier transform of h*(x); r0, 
normalized H*(k ) ; 
wavelength of constituent harmonic; s, 
half-width of effective rectangular t, 

catchment; to, 
length of isochrone at mainstream t*, 

position x; x, 
mainstream length -- length of 

effective rectangular catchment; x0, 
point rainfall intensity; 
long-term point rainfall (a random y, 

variable); y0, 
true spatial average long-term rain- 

fall; z, 
spatial distribution of effective 

precipitation depth; 
Fourier transform of P*(x); oq•, 
total storm depth at radius r; 
runoff; 
peak discharge from rainfall over 

catchmerit from mouth to dis- 

tance x; 
forecast maximum discharge; 
period of constituent harmonic; 
raingage spacing; 
catchment subarea or rainfall dis- 

tribution constant, as defined; 

f, 
a(t), 
a(x), 

functional symbol; 
unit impulse response, IUH; 
contribution at t -- t* to flow at 

x -- 0 from an impulse of effective 
precipitation at x; 

(--1•); 
2•r/L -'- wave number; 
truncation wave number; 
sample size; 
counting variable; 
storm radius; 
storm correlation radius, i.e., 

4,•(ro)/4,•(0) -- 0.5; 
variable of distance; 
time; 
effective storm duration; 
time of maximum discharge; 
variable of distance along main- 

stream, origin at mouth; 
space coordinate in natural catch- 

ment; 
effective storm impulse depth; 
space coordinate in natural catch- 

ment; 
magnitude of sample of long-term 

point rainfall; 
energy density spectrum; 
normalized energy density spectrum; 

•I,p*(k), •I,o*(k), Fourier transforms of •p*(x) and 
•o*(x); 

a, dimensionless wave number, as 
defined; 

as, dimensionless truncation wave num- 
ber; 

t•, ratio of characteristic lengths; 
catchment/rainfall pattern, as 
defined; 

•'-, sample mean of size'_m; 
1021 
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O'p 2• 

ø0-•% 

•(x), 
%(x), 
4p(x), 

ca•chmen• parameter; 
Lc ILs, measure of catchmen• shape; 
variance of population long-term 

point rainfall; 
normalized variance of sample mean, 

long-term point rainfall; 
autocorrelation function; 
normalized autocorrelation function; 
autocorrelation function for total 

storm depth; 
•p*(x), •o*(x), autocorrelations of P*(x) and Q*(x); 
o.,--2•-/T, angular frequency of constituent 

harmonic. 
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ments can be included in the analysis. I believe 
that a compatible precision in catchment dy- 
namics can be achieved through linearization. 
Itence linear analysis will be used throughout. 

FLOOD FORECASTING NETWORKS 

Theoretical background. The behavior of 
lumped, stationary linear systems is represented 
in the time domain by the convolution relation 
[Cheng, 1959] which, when applied to catch- 
ments, takes the familiar form 

INTRODUCTION' 

It has been shown by Eagleson and Shack 
[1966] that harmonic analysis of the character- 
istic time variation in point storm rainfall and 
in the dynamics of a lumped catchment leads 
to useful general specifications for making point 
measurements of rainfall and runoff. In an 

analogous fashion, it should be possible to utilize 
harmonic methods to analyze the spatial vari- 
ability typical of storm rainfall and of catch- 
ment dynamics in order to arrive at the required 
density of point measuring stations. 

The principle underlying this approach to 
both problems is that of sampling a signal, in 
time or in space, often enough to define uniquely 
only that portion of the signal variability that 
can affect, to a given degree, the variable of 
ultimate interest. When this variable is the 

input signal itself, and we will tolerate little 
error, then the necessary sampling intervals 
become quite small and the measuring systems 
correspondingly costly. At the other extreme, 
when interest is confined to signal averages, the 
allowable sampling interval is large. An inter- 
mediate situation arises often in hydrologic prob- 
lems such as flood forecasting. Here, rainfall is 
measured for the purpose of predicting the time 
variation in runoff. Since catchments behave as 

low-pass filters, removing or severely attenuat- 
ing input fluctuations at high frequency (tem- 
porally) and at high wave number (spattally), 
the necessary intervals for sampling the input 
rainfall in time and in space may be determined 
by analysis of variability in the discharge signal. 
Generalization is achieved by describing the dis- 
charge signal, and hence the sampling interval, 
in terms of parameters governing input rainfall 
and catchment dynamics. 

Because of the desire for generality, only the 
gross physical features of both storms and catch- 

t Q(t) - h(r)P(t- r) dr (1) 

in which 

Q (t) - instantaneous discharge; 
P (t) - instantaneous rainfall intensity; 
h (t) -- unit impulse response. 

Equation I is an analytical statement of the 
superposition and proportionate scaling proper- 
ties attributable to the responses of truly linear 
systems. Its primary application in hydrology is 
as the theoretical basis for the unit hydrograph 
method of flood forecasting, in which P(t) and 
Q (t) represent the rainfall excess and direct 
runoff, respectively, and in which h(t) is called 
the instantaneous unit hydrograph (IUH or 
IUG). Although the actual dynamic system that 
creates direct runoff from rainfall excess is 

known to be nonlinear, experience has shown 
that this linear approximation gives satisfactory 
results as long as (1) the rainfall excess is rea- 
sonably uniformly distributed over the entire 
catchment, so that the catchment may be 
treated as a 'lumped' system and (2) the range 
of storm magnitudes over which h(t) is applied 
is not too great. 

When examining the criteria for measurement 
of point rainfall it has proved convenient 
[Eagleson and Shack, 1966] to use the Fourier 
transform 

F(co) = l/2•r f:•, f(t)e -'ø" dt (2) 
where 

j = (- 
co = 2•-/T; 
T = period of constituent harmonic 

to obtain the frequency domain equivalent of 
equation 1 
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Q(o•) = H(o•)P(•o) (3) 
H(•), the so-called system function, is then 
viewed as a low-pass filter that attenuates much 
of the high frequency variability in the rainfall 
signal P(•). (When transforming h(t) into 
H(•) using equation 2, the 1/2= is omitted.) 

Through use of a lumped linearization, the 
unit hydrograph has provided us with the means 
for studying the effect an input rainfall occur- 
ring at one time has upon the output streamflow 
at another time. Recognition of the need for a 
rainfall network within a catchment, however, 
acknowledges a probable violation of one of the 
assumptions accompanying the lumped approxi- 
mation. Further recognition of the spatial vari- 
ability of the interaction between the rainfall 
and the catchmerit (regardless of precipitation 
uniformity) suggests that the design of rainfall 
measuring networks for flood forecasting should 
incorporate the essentials of distributed catch- 
ment dynamics. The latter is an inherently non- 
linear problem [Wooding, 1965b]. However, we 
may hope to approach it, at least approximately, 
through a suitable linearization, such as is em- 
ployed in the unit hydrograph method. Such a 
representation of catchment dynamics would 
allow us to study readily the effect an input 
rainfall occurring at one location in the catch- 
ment has upon the streamflow at another loca- 
tion (i.e., the catchment outlet). This is merely 
a substitution of the variable of distance for 

that of time in the unit hydrograph approach. 
Whereas in the unit hydrograph approach space 
was lumped at a point, here we will lump time 
to write 

Given equation 4, we can write 

Q*(x) = Q(x, t*) = h*(s)P*(x- s) ds (4) 

in which Q(x, t*) is the discharge, at time t *, 
from the rainfall that has occurred up to that 
time over that portion of the (one-dimensional) 
catchment lying between its mouth, at s -- 0 
and the point s -- x. P*(x) is the spatial dis- 
tribution of effective rainfall depth for the pe- 
riod 0 _• t _• t *, which in a deterministic ap- 
proach is assumed to be a known function for a 
storm of given size and type. The function 
h*(x) is the contribution, at t - t *, to flow at 
x - 0 from an impulse of effective rainfall at 
point x. For flood forecasting we will take the 
maximum discharge as of primary interest; thus 
Q*(x) - Qmax (x). 

Qmax(/c) -- Q*(k) = H*(k)P*(k) (5) 

merely by rewriting equation 2 as 

f: = (6) 

where k -- wave number = 2•-/L and L -- 
wavelength of the constituent harmonics. 

Using the correlation function 

,,(x) = + (t) 
and the transform 

q•s(k) = 1/2•r f;• r)s(x)e -ik• dx (S) 
or through use of the definition 

ß •(k) = 2r[modulus F(k)]2 = 2r IF(k)]2 (9) 
equation 5 can be written in the equally con- 
venient form 

ß = (10) 

in which the functions (I,t (k) are normally re- 
ferred to as 'energy density' spectrums [Lee, 
1960]. 

Application of the sampling theorem [Schwarz 
and Friedland, 1965, p. 158] to the wave number 
spectrums Q*(k) or •Q*(k) will then lead to 
criteria for the spacing of point rainfall stations 
in terms of parameters describing the catchment 
and the storm. The 'low-pass' nature of H*(k) 
ensures that for a given k, •Q*(k) 
and hence that consideration of catchment dy- 
namics will reduce the required network density 
over that obtained through analysis of the rain- 
fall spectrum alone. We will now seek general 
forms for the functions H*(k) and (I,?(k) to 
make such use of equation 10. 

Distributed catchment dynamics. A simple 
distributed linear model of eatchment dynamics 
has been proposed by the author [Eagleson, 
1967] and will be used here. Its development 
may be summarized as follows' 

Consider the natural eatchment illustrated in 
Figure la. If we assume this catchment to be 
composed of an infinite array' of lumped, sta- 
tionary, independent linear subsystems, we can 
write 
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Fig. 1. Definition sketch. 

Q(a, t) � f J,' P(z" y" T) 

. h(xo. Yo, t - T) dT da (II) 
where Q(aJ t) is the discbarge at the catchment 
outlet at time t resulting from storm rainfall 
intensity P(Xo, 1/., t) over the catchment subarea 
a, which contains the outlet. The unit impuJse 
response of the element d� located a.t (r., 110), is 
given by h(x.., 7/0, t). 

We will approximate the natural catchment 
by the one-dimensional simplification of Figure 
lb, in which the single apace coordinate is the 
distance x, measured along the mainstream from 
the catchment mouth. The equivalent catchment 
is rectangular, with a length L. equal to that 
of the mainstream and a width ZL. given by 

2L, � A/L. (12) 
where A is the catchment area. Introducing the 
shape factor 

� � L,/L. 

equation 11 becomes 

Q(., t) 

(13) 

� 2�L. f J,' per, r)h(r, t - r) dr dr (14) 

been averaged across the catchment according to 

P(" t) � I/L,(.) f P('" y" t) do (15) 
L< 

where Le(z} .is the length of the isochrone croS3� 
ing the mainstream at point x. 

When the rainfall is an area1Jy unifonn im� 
pulse of depth y, applied at time t = 0, the 
discharge will be q(x, t), and equation 14 leads 
to the unit impulse response 

h(., t) � 1/(2�L.y) d/d.[q(., t)l (16) 
Restricting our interest to the peak discharge 

a.nd using the kinematic wave solution to the 
catchment-6tream problem as given by Wooding 
[1965., 1965b), we find 

q_u(" t) � q(., t') � q'(') � 28,xy'" (17) 
as long as the time t. * for a disturbance to travel 
the effective catchment balf-width L. is greater 
than that (t.*) for it to travel the mainstream 
length L •. Theoretically [see Eagleson, 1967] 

t,'/t,' � 1.26(L."'/LJ[8./8.l'" 
where 

8, � (1.49/n,) S, '" 
and 

8. � (U9/n,)(S. '" /p. ''') 

(18) 

(19) 

in which the net storm rainfall intensity has in which n is the Manning roughness, S is the 
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slope, P is the wetted perimeter, and the sub- 
scripts s and c represent the stream and the ef- 
fective catchment, respectively. Wooding [1966] 
shows that for the case of steady uniform rain 
of long duration, the time ratio equivalent to 
equation 18 should have the average value 
t,/to -- 0.5 to obtain the best fit between his 
kinematic wave solution and measured hydro- 
graphs from natural catchments having areas 
of 0.84, 1.9, and 3383 sq mi. 

Linearizing about the condition of areally uni- 
form rainfall, we will allow the pulse depth y 
to vary with x and will use equations 16 and 
17 to write 

features of storm rainfall to be given by its 
meteorological nature. 

For convective storms (in Arizona) Woolhiser 
and $chwalen [1959] have fitted the average 
areal rainfall distribution with the storm-cen- 

tered function 

P,ffP•,(O) = 1 -- [0.14/PT(0)]A, ø'6 (25) 

where Pt(O) is the total depth in inches at the 
storm center, P• is the average depth over the 
circular area A, (in square miles) surrounding 
the center, and radial symmetry is assumed. 
Since A, -- vr •, equation 25 can be closely ap- 
proximated by 

h(x) = (O,/kL,)y(x) 2/a (20) 
Assuming the rainfall at all points to be 

synchronous and to have the same relative time 
distribution, we next transform the local storm 
into an effective impulse of depth 

Pa/P•,(O)---• 1 -- [O.14/P•(O)]Trø'ør (26) 
By definition 

Pa = 1/Trr • 2•rrP•(r) dr (27) 

fo tø y(x) -- P(x, t) dt (21) 

where the effective time to is defined by Eagleson 
[1967]. 

Using equations 14, 20, and 21 and henceforth 
omitting the signification that y depends upon x 

f0 Le Q* = 20, yS/a dx (22) 

which can be written in the form of equation 4, 
provided that 

where Pt(r) is the storm depth (inches) at 
radius r (miles). Thus equation 26 takes on the 
simple form 

P•(r)/P•,(O) = 1 -- 0.72(r/ro) (28) 

in which ro, whose significance wil/be seen later, 
is given by 

ro = 1.73PT(0) (29) 

Equation 28 is plotted in Figure 2. Using equa- 
tions 7 and 28, the autocorrelation function is 

1.39ro >_ Ix[ >_ 0 

0.09 , 2.78ro >_ >- 1.39ro 

(ao) 

e*½) = (23) 
and 

= = coming, >_ o 
Equations 4, 23, and 24 tell us that as long as 
t, • < to • and the areal variability is not 'too 
great,' the contribution of each element of 
catchmerit area to the peak discharge at the 
catchmerit outlet varies linearly with the 5/3 
power of the local effective impulse depth. 

Typical storm rainiall. Using a deterministic 
approach, we will assume the average relative 

which is plotted in Figure 3. From this it can 
be seen that 

= o.• when Ix[- ro (81) 
thus we will call to, our measure of storm size, 
the storm correlation radius. 

Assuming synchronous rainfall having the 
same relative time distribution everywhere, and 
assuming the storms, like the catchments, to be 
one dimensional and centered on the catchment 

outlet, the effective impulse of rainfall becomes 

y(x)/y(O) = P•,(r)/P•,(O) (32) 
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fall. 
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-- [1 + 0 -- ß , a = rok (37) 
which is plotted in Figure 4. 

System function. Applying the Fourier trans- 
form as given by equation 6 (but omitting the 
1/2• as is the convention) the system function 
is obtained from the unit impulse response, 
equation 24, by 

H*(k) = 20ce -ikx dx 

_- -- -- cos kL, 

which has the modulus 

The energy density spectrum of interest here, 
q•?(k), has been calculated numerically using 
equations 32, 28, 23, 6, and 9, and its normalized 
value is plotted in Figure 4. 

For great cyclonic storms in the United States, 
Boyer [1957] fitted the average areal rainfall 
distribution with the storm-centered function 

P•(r)/P•(O) = e -"r (33) 
Letting 

a = 1.68/ro (34) 

the cyclonic storm can be compared with the 
convective as is done in Figure 2. Using equa- 
tion 7 

--= •,(0) = i '-!- 1.68 • 

(35) 

which is plotted in Figuie 3. Note that with %' 
given by equation 34, equation 31 is satisfied. 

Continuing the above assumptions regarding 
the validity of equation 32 we use it, along with 
equations 33, 23, and 6, to write 

2•' e dr (36) 

Substituting this result in equation 9 yields the 
normalized energy density spectrmn for cyclonic 
storms 

IH*(k)} = [40cL. sin (kL,/2)']/kL, (39) 
Normalizing the modulus by its value at k -- 0 
and squaring gives 

= ly*(.)l •_ olu,½)l • _ 
IH*(o)l" 

= [4 sin •' (•/2)]/•', • = kL. (40) 
which is plotted in Figure 4. 

Error criterion. Using the definitions intro- 
duced in equations 37 and 40, the normalized 
form of equation 10 is written 

o©o,(•, •) ___ •-?*•: •) 
oz = kL,, (41) 

1.o 

.cj CONVECTIVE STORMS _ 

: X• 'p (x) ' [' P•. (r) P•. (r.x)dr ' 
c•q[0•mc '6 _ 

•1•5 STORMS 
..... ffco.,c STO.MS '4 

'• co.wc,•vds,o•us 0 I i I 
0 0'5 1.0 •.5 2.0 2'5 

Fig. 3. Autocorrelation of areal rainfa• •stribu- 
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Fig. 4. Energy density spectrums. 

lOO 

where 

= 
Thus, assuming that the one-dimensional storm 
is centered on the catchment outlet, the nor- 
malized energy density spectrum of peak catch- 
ment discharge is obtained by multiplying the 
appropriate values of the spectrums of Fig- 
ure 4. For a given value of /3, the ratio of 
catchment length to storm correlation radius, 
the resulting spectrum is continuous in a -- kL•. 
However, as a becomes large the energy density 
decreases very rapidly until eventually the con- 
tribution to peak discharge from harmonic con- 
stituents a > .a• becomes less than the error 
that we will allow in a 'perfect' forecast of Q*. 
Therefore there is no justification (other than 
the avoidance of undue spectrum aliasing) for 
measuring the areal variability in input rainfall 
at wave numbers larger than k• = a•/L,. We 
will see later that the sampling theorem provides 
a relation between k• and the maximum spacing 
of precipitation stations, but first we need a 

quantitative measure of the error introduced 
into a perfect forecast of Q• from rainfall meas- 
urements spaced so as to truncate ø(I)•*(a) at 

The minimum necessary gage spacing (maxi- 
mum gage density) will result from the condition 
of very large/?, where rainfall occurs over only a 
small portion of the catchment. Let us consider 
a storm small enough so that the rainfall spec- 
trum P*(a) = P*(kro) = P*(kL,/i?) will be 'fiat' 
with respect to the system function H*(a) = 
H*(kL•). As /?--• m, P*(x) becomes • 'line' 
storm whose spectrum is given by 

P*(k) -- 1/2w f:• yS/Se-i• dx (43) 
Although a linearization around conditions of 
areally uniform rainfall has shown (equation 24) 
that all area elements contribute equally to peak 
discharge, we know intuitively that for equal 
rainfalls on equal isolated areas, the peak dis- 
charge measured at the catchment mouth will 
decrease as the area receiving the rain becomes 
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more distant from the mouth. This is due of 

course to dispersion accompanying passage of 
the flow through the stream channels and means 
that catchments are actually most sensitive to 
storms near their mouth. Thus, for present 
purposes, the critical location for a small storm 
is at the catchmerit outlet. This is a partial justi- 
fication for the assumptions leading to equation 
32. We thus define our line storm such that 

I 513 y•/• = 2y x = 0 (44) 
[0 otherwise 

where the factor of 2 has been introduced to 
ensure that for y -- 1, the catchment, which 
occupies only positive x, experiences a unit 
storm. Then from equation 43 

P*(k) = [P*(k) l = y•/S/7r (45) 
and, from equation 5 

Q*(k) = (y•/•/7r)H*(k) (40) 
If we space our gages so that we cannot 

measure P*(k) for k > kg, then a storm which is 

PETER S. EAGLESON' 

effectively an impulse on our catchmerit will not 
appear so to the observer, and his predicted 
value 0* of the maximum discharge will be in 
error. This is illustrated by the normalized 
spectrums of Figure 5 where, due to equation 46, 
•)*(k) - 0 for k > kg. The maximum discharge 
predicted under these circumstances is given by 
the inverse Fourier transformation [Lee, 1960] 

O*(r') = f:oo O*(•)e•' a• (•) 
For the case being considered 

(j,(k)=i(y••/•r)H*(k) ,k[_<k• (48) 
where the effect of spectrum aliasing has been 
neglected. Thus 

O*(J -- y l•r 

Assuming our linearization of distributed catch- 
merit dynamics to be sufficiently accurate for 

x 
<r 55 
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this calculation, we introduce equation 38 and 
make the variable change • -- kL, to find 

/ 

= (50) •*(L•) 2 •y /' 

A 'perfect' prediction (i.e., •* = Q*) is obtained 
by letting a• = •; thus the decimal error 
is given by 

•*(L•) 1 -- • • (--1) • E(a•) = 1 -- Q*(L•) - • 
ß ./+U[(2- + 1)(2. + (51) 

This error is plotted in percentage form 
Figure 5. 

Network density. The dimensionless trunca- 
tion wave number can be written 
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where Ls is the smallest constituent wavelength 
to be measured in the areal rainfall distribution. 
We need a minimum of two samples per wave 
to define a given harmonic; thus the maximum 
allowable gage spacing X is 

X - L•/2 - •r(L•/c•) (53) 

Using equations 12, 13, and 53, we can find the 
number of gages per catchment to be 

= (54) 
under the assumption that all the gages are 
located within the storm area and with the 
understanding that the min•um value of Go 
is 1. Ass•ing a small storm to occur with equal 
probability over'any portion of the catchment, 
we must multiply equation 54 by the ratio of the 
catchmerit to storm area A/A•. For our one- 
dimensional catc•en•s and storms this yields 

= = 
or 2 = 2.J" in which for fi • 2, G is the requisite number 

of gages, spaced evenly over the catchmerit, 
needed to measure the areal rainfall distribution 
to an accuracy commensurate with a given 
ceptable error in forecast peak discharge. 

For fi( 2, G • Go, and equation 54 applies. 
Grey [1961] has found for • •de range 

catchments that 

L. = 1.40Aø'568(A in mi 2, L. in miles) (56) 
, 

which can be written 

(1/4) A -ø'•6 (57) 

From equations 54 and 57, it is seen that the 
maximum number of rain gages needed to 
achieve a given accuracy of forecasting (i.e., a 
given as) is very insensitive to catchment size, 
as long as we are interested primarily in storms 
covering the entire catchment. 

From the relation between E and as provided 
by the envelope curve of Figure 5, and using 
equation 55, the function 

is plotted in Figure 6. Also shown are similar 
curves for finite values of fl. These latter curves 
are obtained from equation 41 and the spec- 
trums of Figure 4 under the assumption that the 
value of o• for a given E is the same for any 
fi < c•, as is found through the above analysis 
for fi -- c•. Owing to drooping rainfall spec- 
trums for fi < c•, the actual error should be 
somewhat less than is indicated through this 
assumption. 

Example 1. Consider the catchment illus- 
trated in Figure 7. Located along the northern 
coast of New South Wales (Australia), it is 1250 
square miles in area and is equipped with 13 
rain gages in the positions shown. Looking at 
the (right-hand) subcatchment above Lismore 
(A -- 540 mi•'), we find X _ 1. The required 
number of gages (for cyclonic storms) is shown 
in Table 1, as given by the above method of 
analysis. The numbers in parentheses are those 
obtained from Figure 6. Rounding these and 
considering minimum limits gives the adjacent 
integers, which are the recommended values of 
G. Body [1966] examined the same catchment 
and found 5 gages to provide an 'adequate' 
measure of the average areal storm rainfall. The 
storms considered by him were large enough to 
involve at least 5 gages; thus from Figure 7 we 
may assume Body's recommendations to. be 
applicable for fi _• 2. From Table 1 it would 
appear that 4 gages may be 'adequate' for flood 
forecasting purposes, the reduction from Body's 
recommended figure being accounted for by 
incorporation of catchment dynamics in the 
present consideration. 
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NETWORKS FOR LONG-TERM RAINFALL 
Long-term point rainfall as a rancWm variable. 

When our purpose in collecting rainfall data is 
to forecast potential rainfall, the catchment 
dynamics become secondary in importance to 
an accurate knowledge of the long-term (i.e., 
monthly, seasonal, or annual) rainfall over the 
catchment. This long-term rainfall is a composite 
of many storms of various types having what 
may be assumed, in the absence of local oro
graphic or other climatic bias, a random distribu
tion of size and location within the catchment. 
The long-term point rainfall depth P(s) can thus 

Fig. 7. Natural catchment used in examples 
(from Body [1966]). 

be thought of as having a random magnitude z 

with respect to the variable of distance s. Its 

spatial mean value is P(s), and its variance is (J pl. 

Consider the definition sketch of Figure 8. 
Line (a) represents a portion of the function P(s) 
as it would be obtained by tracing an arbitrary 
path through the catchment such that each point 
is passed through once. The numerical values of 
P (i.e., samples) measured at the discrete points 
located a distance X apart are denoted by Zi, 

where i signifies the number of the sample. The 
parenthetical superscript (1) is used to identify 
this first set of m samples, and their mean is 
indicated by 21(1). A further, but different, portion 
of P(s) is shown in line (b), and the m samples 
carry the superscript (2). Under the assumption 
that the function P(s) is homogeneous (i.e., that 
it has the same statistical properties from place-

TABLE 1. Required Number of Flood Forecasting 
Rain Gages for Example 1 (Cyclonic Storms) 

Error in Q" 

5% 
10% 
15% 

fJ 
1 2 4 10 

4 (3.3) 7 (6.9) 24 46 
2 (1.7) 4 (3.3) 10 (9.4) 14 (13.4) 
1 (0.97) 2 (1.9) 5 (4.8) 7 (6.4) 
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Fig. 8. Long-term point rainfall as a random 
variable of distance. 

to-place within the catchment), we may repeat 
the gathering of m samples many times to form 
ensembles .... kverucat groupings in Figure ø• _A_•. 
consisting of all the ith samples. The ensemble 
amplitude •'• is now a random variable having 
sample values zi (•), z• ('), z• (•), ... and, similarly, 
the sample mean of size m becomes a random 
variable denoted by • and having the values 
•(z), •(% •(s) .... 

From a hydrologic viewpoin• we are interested 
in the statistics of the sample mean of size m 
under the very important restriction tha• the 
variables •, •a, •a, ..- • are dependent. This 
case has been treated by Lee [1960, p. 282], who 
shows that the normalized variance of the sample 
mean of size m is given by 

oa? a• m--In I o•e(nX ) (59) • 2 • • 2 
ffP n=-- (m--l) m 

where 

•2 

Oq•?(nX) _ •p(nX) -- P(s) (60) •2 

- 

In this case of a random variable ](s), the 
autocorrelation function qbt(s) must be defined 

$ q•,(x) = lim 1/(2S) i(s)i(s q- x) ds (61) 

Letting the characteristic dimension of the gage 
array be 

A_ •/'•= m•/2X (62) 

the number of equally spaced gages in an areal 
array will be G = m. 

In order to generalize, it is necessary to assume 
a form for the correlation function ø•r(s). The 
shape of the storm-centered correlation functions 
presented in Figure 3 prompts the selection of a 
linear form for ø•r(s), having as before the 
value 0.5 when s = r0. Letting 

15 = (m•/2X)/ro = A.•/•/ro (63) 

equation 50 can be presented as shown in 
Figure 9. 

In a given application we wish the variance in 
the sample mean a• a to be as small as possible 
since this indicates any measured value to be 
dose to the desired true mean P(s-). For a given 
value of/5 and a given value of the true variance 
a ra (unknown in an actual problem of network 
design) we can reduce a•a (or oaf2), by increasing 
the number of gages G. It is of particular signifi- 
cance to note from Figure 9 how, as the correla- 
tion radius becomes small with respect to the 
eatehment size, reduction in o a•2 becomes in- 
ereasingly sensitive to an increase in G and the 
number of gages required to maintain a given 
oa•a decreases sharply. At one extreme, small/5, 
the rainfall is effectively uniform over the 
eatehment, and an infinite number of gages 
provides an insignificant reduction in oaf2 over 
its value of unity when only one gage is employed. 
At the other extreme, where /5 is large, P(s) 
approaches the condition of 'white noise' (equal 
power density at all wave numbers). This 
condition is reached when 

2to = X = (A/G) •/'• 
since for smaller r0 (with A and G held constant) 
the correlation function is essentially an impulse 
and the accuracy of our estimate is unchanged. 
For oaf•. between 1 and 0.6 this limiting condition 
is reached at a value of G between 1 and 2. 

Because of the asymptotic approach to G -- 1, 
however, interpolation in this region is difficult, 
and the limit shown is G = 2, which is the 
value of practical significance anyway. 

Example œ. The paper of Body [1966] cited 
earlier illustrates the analysis of an existing net- 
work by finding the station whose rainfall has 
the highest correlation with the isohyetal esti- 
mate and then examining the reduction in un- 
explained variance as additional stations are 
added successively. For the entire eatehment of 
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Figure 7 (A = 1250 mi:)and using the thirteen 
rain gages shown, the analysis of 17 years of 
record indicated to Body that two stations pro- 
vided 'adequate' accuracy in estimating annual 
areal rainfall. To check this using the present 
results, we first connect the 13 stations by the 
arbitrary path shown. The random variable is 
taken as the 17 year average annual station 
rainfall and is plotted versus distance along the 
chosen interstation path in Figure 10. Also 
shown are the station depths along the same 
path for both the wettest and the driest of 
the 17 years. 

The similarity among these three curves indi- 
cates a very strong, apparently orographic, 
effect, which in principle violates our assump- 
tion of spatial homogeneity in the random vari- 
able. In fact, however, in an analysis problem 
such as this, the heterogeneity is not a problem 
as long as the existing gages were sited so as to 
sample randomly the catchment elevation. For 
the case of network design in the presence of 
orographic or climatic heterogeneity, the rela- 
tionships presented here will overestimate the 

0o 0 ,:,,sL c; ø L: \I/t N (MI "" 20 •01 f 

7o 

-/ A / 40 

0/% 2%DRIEST YEAR.// •// 
30 / %• % / 

0 100 200 300 
DISTANCE ALONG ARBITRARY INTERSTATION PATH (MILES) 

Fig. 10. Example of spatial variation of long- 
term point rainfall. 
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number of gages needed, owing to the spatial 
'persistence' which is characteristic of these 
heterogeneities. It may be necessary, however, 
to utilize a denser network on a short-term basis 

to learn enough about the heterogeneity to find 
the proper location for the gages comprising the 
'permanent' network. We now continue the 
example assuming elevation to have been sam- 
pled randomly. 

Using the 13 sEation sample mean as an 
estimate of the unknown population mes•n 
P(s), the normalized correlation function ø•;•(x) 
is calculated according to equation 60 and is 
presented as an insert in Figure 10. From this 
plot the correlation radius r0 is found to be 
19 miles, whereupon/• -- A"2/ro- 1.9. 

From Figure 9 at/• - 1.9 we see that G -• 2 
(as recommended by Body for finding the annual 
areal mean) will give a variance in the measured 
17 year average areal mean, which is about 0.63 
that of the true spatial distribution of the 17 
year average annual point rainfall. Being 
population parameter, the latter is unknown 
but may be estimated using the sample data to 
obtain a•2 • 149. Using this, the standard 
deviation among repeated determinations of 
particular 17 year average areal mean rainfall 
as found from only two stations is af----- 9.7 
inches. Note, however, from Figure 9 that nine 
stations are necessary if this deviation is to be 
reduced to af •--- 6.7 inches (øaf• -- 0.3). It is 
only at higher/• (say/• > 4) that the use of more 
than two gages produces a dramatic reduction in 
the error of estimate. 

SUmmARY AND CONC•,US•ONS 

Generalizations of storm-centered areal distri- 

bution of storm rainfall, of distributed catch- 
ment dynamics, and of the autocorrelation func- 
tion for randomly distributed point rainfall 
totals have been used to derive rational, quanti- 
tative criteria for the selection of rain gage net- 
work density for flood forecasting and for 
studies of long-term, catchmerit-average rain- 
fall. • 

The results obtained appear to be in qualita- 
tive agreement with the empirical results of 
other investigator; however, they show that 

1. incorporation of catchment dynamics into the 
design of flood forecasting networks reduces 
•he number of gages needed when compared 
with that obtained solely through considera- 

tion of precipitation variability (see equation 
10), 

2. in many studies little advantage is gained by 
utilizing more than two (properly located) 
stations for the determination of long-term 
areal mean rainfall (see Figure 9). 
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